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CATERPILLAR LOGGING

INTRODUCTION

In the broad it might be stated that whether a pro

fit or a 10 3S is made in the lumber industry depends al

most entirely upon the costs of logging. Boiled down log

ging means transportation. Before any nevi invention can

firmly establish itself in the industry it must be proven

that the cost of operation will be lowered and profits in

creased.

Going back through the history of logging we find

that many devices have been used to obtain the logs from

the woods. Luring the age of the cave dwellers when men

first decided to live in wooden shelters they were their

own logging machines and brought in timbers for their

home construction on their backs. Their homes were in

the forest and their problems of transportation were not

great ones. As civilization progressed logging developed

into a commercial industry and domesticated animals were

used in the transportation of logs. Horses, mules, oxen,

and elephants have all played their parts in the develop

ment of the industry.

By 1837 our mythical logger, Paul Banyan, had become

well established throughout the eastern part of the United

States and southeastern Canada. With the aid of his Blue

Ox, Babe, the industry was put on its feet and started

operations on a big scale. Paul was constantly confront-
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ed with the problems of invention. It was through thi3

master mind that steam, diesel, and electric yarders and

skidders were brought into the field for large scale

operation. Each invention in turn has brought increased

profits over its predecessors and has remained in the

industry only so long as it could produce the maximum

profit.

Caterpillar logging as we know it today is only six

or seven years old. At first these machines were U3ed

only to replace animal power. The only differences were

that they could haul longer distances and over rougher

ground. Their first appearances like all new untried in

ventions were not successful. The reason for these early

grievances was that just the ordinary farm tractor was

used, which naturally could not stand up under the severe

punishment which logging administered. Since then, the

manufacturers have made numerous improvements and have

designed special caterpillars for logging operations.

The remarkable increase in the use of tractors has

come about largely for two reasons: First, the power

empolyed is split up into several units with the attendant

possibility of employing power in proportion to the size

of the load; and second, there is considerable flexibility

in application. A rough outline of the numerous uses for

tractors in the woods today is as follows:

1. Chunking out and clearing right-of-way.

2. Scraping, filling and building grades.
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3. Skidding and haitling logs.

4. With winch equipment used as mobile skidder units,

particularly for swamp logging.

5. For building fire trails and fighting fires.

6. For hauling, feeding and driving portable sawmills.

7. For hauling finished lumber, either about the yard

or to the railroad or market.

GROUNL SKILLING

The first application of tractors in the woods, and

perhaps the most prevalent, is ground skidding. This meth

od of logging is particularly adaptable where the logs are

to be yarded downhill to a landing or to a donkey line.

The most economical distance for ground-skidding logs is

within a radius of 1,000 or 1,500 feet from the point of

delivery, depending, of course, on topographic conditions.

This distance can be profitably augmented, however, by the

presence of favorable gradients.

In this connection it might be interesting to cite a

specific case where the railroad was 1400 feet down the

south slope of a steep ridge. An 11 x 13 yarder was put

on top, and the logs were yarded up the north slope.

Three .tractors skidded the logs down the south slope a

distance of 1400 feet on a 48^ grade to the loaders. It

took 18 minutes per machine for the round trip including

hooking and unhooking, and loaded out an average of 14 cars

per day or about 90,000 feet. In other cases tractors have
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Figure 2. Ground Skidding
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ground-skidded as far as half a mile and delivered be

tween 30,000 and 40,000 feet of logs per day.

On straight ground skidding, chokers made of cable are

set around the logs and the end of the cable connected to

the drawbar of the tractor. The tractor then skids the

logs into the landing. Where small logs are found, it is

best to use chains rather than wire rope.

The reason for doing straight ground skidding is that

it takes less time to hook the logs onto the tractor--thus

enabling the machine to make more trips per day and bring

in a large footage. Pot holes, or timber that lies in hol

lows, likewise, can be logged with tractors cheaper than

any other system. Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5, show the method

used in ground skidding.

Effect of Log Liameter --The disproportionate cost

of logging small logs, while not as pronounced as in donkey

logging, is still quite evident in tractor skidding. In

donkey yarding it costs from five to eight times as much

per M.B.M. to yard 16 foot logs from 18 inch trees, as

those from 48 inch trees, and that for trees below 18 inch

es in diameter costs are undoubtedly even higher. This

cost ratio which is for the breast-height diameters of

trees should hold also for the same log diameters. The

cost per thousand board feet increases very rapidly be

low 20 inches in diameter. By the use of tractors it

costs approximately three times as much per M.B.M to yard

the smaller logs as it does the larger ones. Figure 6
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although taken from a study made in the California Pine

Region, shows very clearly how log diameter influences the

cost of skidding, and may be taken as comparable to some

parts of the Louglas Fir Region.

Effect of Size of Load — As is to be expected, the

size of load has a very pronounced effect on the cost of

skidding. This is shown in Figure 7. The cost per thou

sand board feet for skidding loads of 200 board feet is

approximately eight times that for loads of 2000 board

feet. The size of the load is in itself the important

element as the average trip time remains fairly uniform,

being only 15 per-cent greater for a load of 2000 board

feet than for a load of 200 board feet, while the cost is

decreased 90 per-cent.

Figure 7 shows that the costs per thousand board feet

mount quite rapidly for loads of less than 800 board feet.

This point in load volume must therefore be watched care

fully when dealing with those factors of skidding which

have a tendency to lessen the load size, such as adverse

slopes, small-diameter logs, and rough or soft surface con

ditions. Logging long dimensions and using plenty of chok

ers are means of maintaining a high average load in spite

of small-diameter logs. Wheel yarding or the use of other

log-supporting equipment affords a means of counteracting

the load diminishing effect of adverse slope and surface

conditions. In short, maintaining a high average load is

largely a matter of proper organization, taking into ac-
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count all the elements contributing to cost on a given

operation. The trend of the data in Figure 7 shows that

2400 board feet represents a practical maximum load for

skidding. The decrease in cost beyond this point is very

slight.

Effect of Slope — The total time for making round

trips does not vary greatly for even wide variations in

the slope, but the cost per thousand feet does differ

considerably owing to the loads handled. Obviously, lar

ger loads and longer hauls can be made on steeper slopes

up to fifty per-cent. Slopes from ten per-cent to thirty

percent in favor of the load are ideal, since they per

mit a large load to be handled with ease and do not ap

preciably increase the travel time back to the woods.

Because of the large increase in cost of skidding on

adverse slopes it is undoubtedly good management to secure

such a layout of railroads as will permit skidding only

to the upper side of the track for slopes averaging great

er than 6 per-cent. Where a scheme of this nature would

introduce long distances of adverse grades into the rail

road system, such roading adjuncts as skylines or hoists

can often be placed on the lower side of the track in such

a manner that they will permit yarding to them with slope

in favor of the load.

Effect of Surface,Conditions -- On level or.very

moderate slopes and especially in soft soils it is prac

tically impossible to ground skid logs in very large

-13-
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loads due to a great resistance and frequent hangups.

Snow of a moderate depth'facilitates skidding rather

than hinders operation. In short, surface conditions be

come of decreasing effect with increase of slope when the

slope is in favor of the load. Undergrowth does not ser

iously hinder the skidding. This factor is usually over

come by the use of auxiliary equipment.

Effect of Yarding Listance -- The distance of skid

ding has a direct bearing on cost. Factors which set the

maximum limit for skidding are the stand per acre, daily

output per tractor, and cost of railroad per thousand

board feet. Under favorable conditions it is economical

to dry-skid logs from 1,000 to 1,500 feet. With auxiliary

equipment and lower initial investments logs can be haul

ed much further. Some operators, of course, neglect the

economics of long hauls and reach out much further than

is feasible. Scotts Mill near Oregon City, Oregon, is

dry-skidding logs over 3400 feet. Other companies by

using skid roads, skid from three-quarters of a mile to

a mile and a half or longer, but use the tractor more or

less as a main line locomotive. Other companies by in

corporating the use of wagons can haul logs from 2,000

feet to 4 or 5 miles and in some cases much longer at a

very cheap cost. Fewer trips are made each day, but each

time the tractor comes in with a wagon load it brings in

a good footage, which more than compensates for the in

vestment and the time required to load this equipment.
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Where still longer hauls are encountered and the roads are

such as to permit, trucks may be used. This has often

been found to be a very successful way of doing the work.

That is to say, tractors are run on top of trucks and taken

out to the logging operation. Here the tractor skids the

logs and cross-hauls them up on the truck. The truck is

used on hauls varying from four to 20 or 30 miles.

SKILLING WITH STEEL PANS

The object of this method of skidding is to prevent

the nose of the logs from digging into the ground while

being hauled, and at the same time furnish a conveyance

Figure 8. Pan Skidding
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which will haul easily and be simple to load. The Steel

Pan is made from f inch steel plate 8 ft. wide by 6 ft.

long, connected to the drawbar by a 1 inch chain 3 ft.

long.

In skidding with this pan it is seldom disconnected

from the tractor. The chokers •

used are about 14 feet long and

are so set on the logs that

when in skidding position the

end3 of the logs are in the

center of the pan, longitud

inally. There is no loading

expense or effort when skid

ding with a pan, as they tend

to load themselves. When

the tractor starts, the pan,

being flat and thin, actual

ly slides under the logs,

hence obviating the necessity

of cross-hauling. Figures 8

and 9 clearly illustrate the

method of pan skidding. Generally speaking, the tractor

can haul about one-third more when the pan is used.

This system, however, is gradually being superseded by

the hydraulic big wheels and by fair-lead skidding unit3.

Bummers, also are being used to replace pans on longer

hauls.

Figure 9. Pan Skidding
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BIG WHEEL YAKDING

Wherever the topography of the country will permit

the use of high wheels, the cost of logs will be lowered.

Not only can larger loads of logs be hauled to the landings

but in many cases the costs of railroads may be kept down

by eliminating occasional spurs.

Hydraulic Wheels -- The all steel hydraulic wheels

shown in Figure 10 are capable of handling as much as 7,000

feet of logs at a load. Figure 11 shows the Hydraulic

Wheels with track type wheels which are a big advantage in

rough or soft ground. They are decidedly useful when the

Figure 10. Hydraulic Big Wheels

haul becomes greater than 1,000 feet from the landing and

where there is a little negative grade against the load.

-17-



They are also well adapted for use in thin and scattered

timber.

It is necessary for

wheels of this type to

carry practically all that

they can straddle. As has

been discussed before, un

der normal working condi

tions the round trip time

from any given point in

the woods is practically

the same whether the trac

tor is wheeling 1,000 feet

or 4,000 feet. The labor

element is the same in either case. Obviously, then, the

greater the load per trip, the lower will be the cost per

thousand feet of logs delivered. Log sizes are of import

ance only in bunching and does not have any striking effect

on the time involved in transportation with the big wheels.

Effect of Bunching -- The procedure in bunching var

ies widely in the methods and equipment used. In some in

stances this is done with horses while in others, another

tractor is employed. Figure 12 shows bunching with another

tractor. Bunching constitutes a very important item in the

total yarding cost. The high cost of small logs is more

noticeable here than in skidding, due to the fact that the

pieces must be handled individually. Logs averaging 18

-18-
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inches in diameter cost four times as much per thousand

to hunch as do logs averaging 38 inches in diameter. From

38 inches to 42 inches the cost increases slightly. Figure

13 shows the time required for bunching logs of varying

diameters. The high cost of bunching small timber is con

sequently due to the large number of pieces required to

make a load, since the cost of bunching is in direct pro

portion to the number of pieces handled. To get away from

this high C03t of bunching and still to obviate the hang

ups which frequently occur in ground-3kidding, this type

of big wheel is rapidly giving way to the fair-lead type

of wheel which will be referred to later.

Effect of Size of Load -- The effect of the load is

even more pronounced in wheel yarding than in ground skid

ding. Because of the lack of friction, due to the load

being supported, much larger loads can be taken. In com

paring two loads, one of 3400 board feet and another of

600 board feet, the average trip time for the former was

increased only 9 per-cent over that for the latter, while

the cost per thousand board feet was decreased 81 per-cent.

From a studies made in the California Pine Region it was

determined that the cost of yarding loads of 600 board

feet is approximately five times that of loads of 3400

board feet. This study brought out the fact that the prac

tical maximum load was hot greater than 4,000 board feet,

although manufacturers claim that 7,000 board feet can be

handled economically under certain topographical conditions

-20-
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with the big wheels.

Effect of Slope — The cost of wheel yarding logs is

not influenced to such a great extent by slope as is the

cost of ground skidding. With a supported load, the size

of allowable load is not affected to as great a degree by

variations in slope. However, there is still an increase

of cost with decrease of favorable slope and increase of

adverse slope. It was brought out under the discussion

on ground skidding that the best logging chance was on

slopes from 10 per-cent to 30 per-cent. Thus it is seen

that soon the point is reached where ground skidding is

to be favored over wheel yarding since there is no bunching

cost entailed and since wheel yarding costs are probably

increasing.

Effect of Yarding Distance — Distance has the same

general influence on cost of yarding with wheels as it

has on the cost of ground skidding. Costs, however, do

not increase as rapidly with the distance due to the larger

loads handled.

Wheel yarding is unquestionably more effective than

ground skidding on adverse and level grades because of

the lesser influence of surface conditions with a supported

load. But on favorable slopes the distance yarded deter

mines which method gives the cheaper cost. Because of the

heavy cost per thousand of bunching as is necessary when

hydraulic wheels are used, they are rapidly being super

seded by fair-lead system.
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Fair-Lead Wheel Yarding -- This system of wheel yard

ing is rapidly coming to the front for in it the costs en

tailed in bunching have been eliminated. Figure 15 clear

ly illustrates the method used, and how the bunching pro

cess has been eliminated. For this kind of work the tractor

is equipped with a single drum mounted at the rear from

Figure 14. Fair-Lead V/heel Yarding

which the cable is run through a fair lead mounted on the

arch of the big wheel. The chokers are then attached to

hooks either at the end of the main line or riding free on

it as is shown in figure 15. The wheels are then driven

as closely as possible to these logs, and enough line is

-23-



reeled from the drum to permit the hooks to be attached to

the choker. The tractor operator reels these logs under

the arch of the wheel until they swing clear of the ground.

The drum is then dogged and the load ready to be hauled to

the landing.

This method of yarding has several obvious advantages

aside from the fact that the bunching process has been

eliminated. By means of the line which it carries on the

winch it is able to secure logs from otherwise inaccesible

places such as in the bottom of small canyons or from steep

hillsides which the wheels could not otherwise approach.

Another distinct advantage is that it is more or less im

possible to be "stuck" with a load under normal working

conditions. Should the tractor and loaded wheels encount

er adverse ground conditions that would tend to mire down

the equipment, it is only necessary for the operator to

slack off on the line, drop the load to the ground, run the

tractor ahead to a firm footing, and then reel the load

until it swings clear under the wheels again.

The Shevlin-Hixon Lumber Company at Bend, Oregon, is

using six units of this nature and has maintained some very

accurate cost data pertaining to its operation. Yiheeling

within a 1,500 - foot radius, averaging 1,500 feet to a

load, their total wheeling cost amounted to 78?f per M.B.M.

This cost included nine men, depreciation on the tractor

and wheels, tractor operation, and a miscellaneous charge

to cover cable and repairs.

-25-
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This method has also proved very successful in tree-

length logging. It is especially favorable where the stand

is comparatively light and scattered. Greater loads per

trip can be made with less time lost due to hooking on in

the woods and unhooking at the landing.

One disadvantage is that another tractor must be em

ployed as a spotting unit at the landing. Another is the

necessity for adequate landing facilities that will per

mit the bucking of these tree lengths after they have been

delivered.

Landings should be selected which are as open and

level as possible, even though the length of haul to reach

these landings may be greater. Figure 14 illustrates yard

ing with a fair-lead mounted on track-type wheels.

Bummer-Hauling — Two and four wheel bummers have

been used but are rapidly being replaced by the track type

bummer. The present type of bummer is mounted on two

heavy track type units. The width of this equipment is

about 9 feet and is attached to the tractor by a heavy

tongue as is illustrated in Figure 16. The common prac

tice is to load the logs as far forward as possible on the

bummer. This permits the greater portion of the load to be

carried on the bummer, and, hence, eliminates much ground

friction. The loading of the bummers is usually done by

cross hauling the logs with the tractor itself as is shown

in Figure 17.
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They do not require as wide a road or trail as do the

high wheels, and, hence, are very desirable in sections

where growth is dense and the practice of chunking out is

F/igure 17. Loading The Bummer.

expensive. They, too, are desirable on long hauls up to

a mile and a half. In some cases they have averaged from

15 M. to 20 M. feet per day hauling 40 foot logs and aver

aging 4,000 feet to the trip.

Slip Tongue Wheels -- The big wheels were the first

type of equipment used to keep the nose of the logs off

of the ground while yarding. The first improvement in

these was in the form of the slip.tongue wheels which

from 11 feet to 14 feet in diameter and were equipped with

steel hubs to withstand the abuse in the woods.

Bunching, of course, was necessary as already has been

-28-
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discussed in connection with the hydraulic wheels. The

latter was an improvement over the big wheels, but during

the last few years the tendency has been towards the fair-

lead method of yarding.

Figure 19. Yarding with Slip Tongue Wheels

Chokers are fastened around the logs. The load is

then lifted under the wheels by a system of levers mount

ed on the axel of the wheels. Figures 18 and 19 are il

lustrations of yarding with slip tongue wheels.

The Lamm Lumber Company at Modoc Point, Oregon have

used a light tractor and slip tongue wheels quite success

fully. Their average yarding distance was within a radius

of 1500 feet. The charges on this operation were: bunch

ing 40cv per M., and wheeling 53tf per M.
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LOUBLE 1RUM LOGGING

Caterpillars equipped with double drums have made

their appearance recently and have proven very success

ful. Equipped this way they become a versatile, gasoline

donkey or skidder, or can be used as a loading unit or

for chunking out or clearing right of ways, or it may be

used as a feeder unit on a major donkey operation.

Sky-Line Logging -- The Briggs Lumber Company at

Creswell, Oregon used their caterpillar with drum equip

ment as a donkey for lowering logs from a steep hill.

^LOADING POSITION

A SKYLINE LOWERING RIS

FOft AXATEBPILLAH'SIXTY
ANO DOUBLE DRUM.

UNLOAOINa POSITION

=-A

Figure 20. Liagram of Sky-Line Lowering Rig.

The sky-line down which these logs were being low

ered was 1,800 feet long and consisted of a standing

-31-
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line stretched permanently, on which rode a 4 - sheave

carriage operated by gravity downhill to the tail tree.

The main line was made fast to the tail tree, passed through

two blocks at the spar tree and attached to the main line

drum. The block on the carriage was raised or lowered as

required for picking up the logs at the spar tree and lower

ing them at the tail tree, by either winding in on the main

line or throwing slack. The haul-back line was attached

direct to the carriage and returned this from the foot of

the hill to the spar tree. With this permanent set-up it

is possible to disconnect the tractor at times and use it as

a skidding unit, and later to again hook it up to the swing.

Figures 21 and 22 show the tractors equipped with two

drums. The line capacity of the main drum is 1,050 feet

of f inch line while the line capacity of the haul back drum

is 2,580 feet of 3/8 inch line or 1460 feet of J inch line.

The main line exerts a pull of 28,000 pounds at 92 feet

per minute.

MISCELLANEOUS USES

The ability of the tractor" to function as a feeder unit

for major donkey operations has already been discussed in

connection with ground skidding. In addition, they are often

employed to bring in fuel wood for the donkey. They are very

useful for bringing in the logs behind the tail-hold of the

main line which could not otherwise be obtained. Besides

-33-
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being used to feed logs under the main line they are very

valuable for rigging up spar trees if equipped with drums.

On a purely tractor logging show they play a great

Figure 23. Winter Hauling,

Figure 24. Hauling Logs on Sled Runners,
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part in the hauling of large loads of logs. In this connec

tion they function more or less in the capacity of a main

line locomotive. Several types of hauling equipment are

used. Figures 23, 24, and 25 show the tractor hauling

heavy loads of logs loaded on sled runners during the winter

Figure 25. Using the Tractor as a Main Line Locomotive.

season. Luring the warmer season logs are loaded on wagons

and track-type trailers. This method of hauling is es

pecially adaptable in the case of long hauls, and, thus,

costly railroad spurs are often eliminated.

Aside from their uses, directly in the logging field

with auxiliary equipme&t .they can be used in the construc

tion of logging railroads. With the aid of large graders,

bull-dozers, and scrapers, cuts and fills can be made at a
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nominal cost. Their use in chunking out right-of-ways has

been discussed in different parts of this paper. They have

been used to considerable extent in the construction of

bridges. Here their function is not only to skid the timbers

into position for the construction but also to raise post,

caps, stringers, and braces into the proper positions. To

accomplish this, a tight line is stretched across the site

on which the bridge is to be erected. This is nothing more

or less than the Northbend sky-line system on a small scale.

The sills are then brought directly over their position and

definitely set in line with the "bent offset stakes". In

pile-driven bridges the lines from the drum not only furnish

the power to lift the lumber into position but also furnish

the power to lift the driving hammer.

In some localities portable sawmills are moved into

the woods and cut the logs into lumber. This reduces the

transportation charges against the finished product. Tract

ors equipped with stationary drives have the belt power to

run a portable sawmill, as well as the tractive power to

move it to a new location. In addition to moving the saw

mill they are often employed to move all the camp buildings

as well as hauling supplies over rough and unimproved roads.

They have been used very successfully in fire preven

tion and fire control. Where the topography and ground con

ditions are suitable heavy blade graders or "V" - shaped

drags may be used in building fire lines after the line has

been chunked out. By hauling heavy plows or disks behind
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the tractors it is possible to throw up large fire breaks

rapidly in the direct path of the fire. They are also used

quite extensively for the removal of snags on logging sites,

especially when logging on government land.

SUMMARY

This paper not only brought out the various methods

employed by operators logging with caterpillars, but also

brought out some very interesting facts based on a study

made in the California Pine Region. These lead to the

following outstanding conclusions:

1. Ground Skidding small diameter logs costs consid

erably more than large diameter logs because of the diff

iculty of maintaining a high average load per trip.

2. Total trip time is not appreciably affected by the

size of the load, hence, the size of the load is the big

gest item affecting the cost of yarding.

3. An increase of adverse slope decreases the load

and therefore increases the cost per thousand in all methods

of tractor yarding. Favorable slopes from 10 per-cent to

30 per-cent are the ideal for skidding with tractors al

though 50 per-cent ground may be yarded.

4. The effect of slope is more noticeable in the cost

of ground skidding than in wheel yarding.

5. The cost of bunching, which is necessary for yard

ing with big wheels is appreciatable, and the present tend-
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ency is toward fair-lead wheels.

6. The flexibility of the tractor on logging opera

tions is perhaps its outstanding feature.
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